OSS Contributions
This list contains all Open Source Contributions provided by Dataport AöR and developed by Nordeck
IT + Consulting GmbH.
Date: March 2022

Project

URL

Description

Status

https://github.com/turt2live/matrixdimension/pull/379

This Feature adds
translatability to the
dimension server

MERGED

https://github.com/turt2live/matrixdimension/pull/384

Adds a whiteboard widget to
dimension server

MERGED

https://github.com/matrix-org/matrixreact-sdk/pull/5140

This feature adds the ability
to throw confetti in a chat
room

MERGED

https://github.com/matrix-org/matrixreact-sdk/pull/5507

This feature adds the ability
to show fireworks in a chat
room

MERGED

https://github.com/matrix-org/matrixreact-sdk/pull/6178

Allow modal widget buttons
to be disabled when the
modal opens

MERGED

https://github.com/matrix-org/matrixwidget-api/pull/38

Allow modal widget buttons
to be disabled when the
modal opens

MERGED

https://github.com/jitsi/jitsimeet/pull/7902

This fixes an issue with
special characters in jitsi
room names

MERGED

https://github.com/jitsi/jitsimeet/pull/8423

This updates all atlaskit
dependencies

MERGED

https://github.com/jitsi/jitsimeet/pull/8630

Adds video mute
functionality

MERGED

https://github.com/jitsi/jitsimeet/pull/8660

Adds a setting to disable
certain sharing features

MERGED

June 2021

matrixdimension

matrixreact-sdk

matrixwidget-api

jitsi-meet
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https://github.com/jitsi/jitsimeet/pull/8702

Only show more numbers
link if multiple numbers are
available

MERGED

https://github.com/jitsi/jitsimeet/pull/8921

WCAG 2.1 AA Compliance

MERGED

July 2021

Jitsi-meet

https://github.com/jitsi/jitsimeet/pull/9508

Adds missing button
translation

MERGED

https://github.com/jitsi/jitsimeet/pull/9539

Additional configuration to
customize streaming dialog

OPEN

August 2021

matrixreact-sdk

https://github.com/matrix-org/matrix-react- Allow to use basic html to
sdk/pull/6703
format invite messages

MERGED

Replace fake username in
https://github.com/matrix-org/matrix-reactEventTilePreview with a
sdk/pull/6702
proper loading state

MERGED

When there is no explicit
power level set for a user it
should fallback to the value
set in users default.

MERGED

Keep all previously
https://github.com/matrix-org/matrix-react- approved widget
sdk/pull/7340
capabilities when
requesting new capabilities

MERGED

Allow downloads from
https://github.com/matrix-org/matrix-reactwidgets (for ICS calendar
sdk/pull/7502
entries)

MERGED

matrix-userhttps://github.com/matrix-org/matrix-userverificationverification-service/pull/19
service

January 2022

matrixreact-sdk

March 2022
Matrix-botsdk

https://github.com/turt2live/matrix-botsdk/pull/202

Migrate delete room api to
v2

matrixreact-sdk

Generate the correct
https://github.com/matrix-org/matrix-reactwidget id when opening
sdk/pull/8123
modal widgets

semantic-ui- https://github.com/Semantic-Org/SemanticFix dropdown icons
react
UI-React/pull/4347

Nordeck IT + Consulting GmbH
Am Sandtorkai 30
20457 Hamburg
nordeck.net

MERGED

MERGED

OPEN

